Scorpio 2011. Will she allow you to pass?
Entering Scorpio, we leave 3d. It’s no longer possible to look far, forwards or backwards. I think there were
whole months when I felt the future coming through. I remember wistful days of golden reminiscence. There
was an inner sense of an ability to reach, forward or backward. Consciousness of time – the human mind in 3d
knows of time.
Scorpio does not lend itself to such constructs. Scorpio is teaching us to work within the dark land. Many will
not even realize they’re here.
In 3d, there is so much talk of other dimensions, future vibrational currents we will swim in as soon as we
leave 3d behind. We seek alignment, we feel there is somewhere to go. We know there is.
This is something different. A subtle shift. Not away from anything – do you remember anything you could
turn away from? Do you remember anything you would turn to? How long can you keep up the memory?
Everything fades.
Here it is almost impossible to have perspective of self, of other, of purpose, of meaning. It is not unpleasant.
It’s just localized.
What we are being asked is to not flit away. Flying is not what this is about. Nor swimming nor standing nor
in any way going or even being in a dimension of movement.
She who is old and heavy has wrapped us in her impenetrable mind. She can easily drown you in shallowness.
Only if you are wise and awake will you even feel these depths.
This is not about Santa Claus comes to town, bad or good.
It is not so simple as recycling, silly human. It is not enough to KNOW right‐from‐wrong. Have you been
standing on a mountain of knowing? Or have you been kneeling in a garden of learning?
She who is spring, who rushes in chaotic maidenhood into fertile union with day – have you honored her this
year?
Our lady of starry elegance, whose dance is gentle and whose caress is warm, did you meet her this year?
Our minds have been spun into antiseptic pathways, corridors of white light in which nothing grows. But
Scorpio knows how you have honored She‐of‐the‐Earth. Have you touched her luscious skin in wonder?
This has to do with whether or not you have been startled by the Goddess. For alive in the awareness of her
beauty is that spark which alone guides us through the dark passages.
When you have loved the Maiden, when you have yielded to the Woman, you can sense the wisdom of the
Crone.
Scorpio knows. You are human, and your body is Earth. The Moon dances through your mind, pulling you into
the amniotic fluids of the Mother. All this is because of Her song. Love her now, in her ritual of dying.
At around Noon on the 23rd of October, the Sun enters the first degree of the sign of Scorpio. The Azoth
symbol for this degree is; “In darkness an old woman climbing a circular stairway that she has climbed
countless times before.”
What is this energy? What is pulling my mind in? How many more times will I climb?
Oh, forever, to see once again the beauty of the Goddess!
May the Moon be your guide. She leads you true.
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